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I: Key facts to know

In this section you will learn about what neuromuscular scoliosis is, what problems it causes, and what it may mean for both you and your child if it gets worse.

What is neuromuscular scoliosis?

Scoliosis is an abnormal curving of the spine. The spine may also be rotated (twisted), which causes the ribs or trunk to become more prominent (see right.) In neuromuscular scoliosis, the curve is caused by conditions with muscle weakness or spasticity such as:

- cerebral palsy (brain and nerve problems caused by brain injury or abnormal development of the brain)
- muscular dystrophy (muscle weakness and loss of muscle tissue)
- spinal cord injury (damage to the nerves inside the spine)
- spina bifida (the spine does not close all the way around the spinal cord during pregnancy)
- spinal muscular atrophy (a genetic condition with significant muscle weakness)

What causes neuromuscular scoliosis?

- Spine and upper body muscles that are too weak or tight (also called spasticity) place abnormal forces on the spine, which pulls the spine toward one direction more than the other. This can result in a curved spine (scoliosis).
- Hip and pelvis muscles that are too weak or strong, causing a shift of the trunk so that the head is no longer centered over the buttocks.
- The abnormal muscle tone is due to an underlying condition (such as cerebral palsy or muscular dystrophy).
How do we know how severe the scoliosis is?
- X-rays are used to measure the size of the scoliosis curve.
- The curve is measured by how many degrees the spine bones are tilted. (See right)
- The bigger the curve in degrees, the worse the curve, and more likely that problems will develop.

Why is neuromuscular scoliosis a problem?
- Small curves (smaller than 40-50°) do not usually cause problems. Regular follow-up is scheduled to measure increases in curve size.
- Once the curve reaches 40-50°, it can be expected to increase in size by at least one degree and as much as sometimes 10 degrees or more per year. Bigger curves cause more problems.

Scoliosis progression over nine months in X-rays of same patient. Curve is:

A: 45°
B: 65° three months later
C: 75° after another three months
D: 90° just nine months from original X-ray

For your child, big curves (larger than 40-50°) can cause the following:
- Wheelchair transfers are more difficult.
- Hip and pelvic deformity may increase, which can cause loss of sitting balance or ability to sit independently. Sometimes sitting problems are due to other problems (such as hip dislocations or hip muscle spasticity); your provider will identify the cause of sitting problems for your child.
- There may be more frequent skin ulcers due to pressure points created by tilting of the spine and hips.
- Frequent or constant pain may occur.
- Breathing problems increase in severe curves (larger than 80 degrees). Sometimes breathing problems can also be caused by weak breathing muscles or not being able to clear secretions from the lungs.

For the parent/caregiver, bigger curves can create difficulties with:
- dressing
- positioning
- feeding
- wheelchair transfers
II. What are the options?

In this section, you will learn about the options for treatment and expected results, and think about your goals, concerns and questions. There are four options: observation, bracing, wheelchair modifications and spinal fusion surgery. The three non-operative options do not prevent the curve from getting bigger.

**Observation**

Doing nothing different from what you are now doing. An untreated scoliosis patient shown to the left.

**Bracing**

Wearing a firm molded plastic brace around the upper body.

**Wheelchair modification**

Seat and trunk supports are molded (shaped) to your child’s curve size and location. This is done in the wheelchair clinic.

### Benefits of nonsurgical options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits of nonsurgical options</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Bracing</th>
<th>Wheelchair Modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoids the risks of surgery</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved trunk support</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved sitting posture</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved sitting comfort while in the wheelchair</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same benefits as a brace with less discomfort or time to put the brace on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Risks of nonsurgical options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risks of nonsurgical options</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Bracing</th>
<th>Wheelchair Modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seating difficulty caused by increase in curve size</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing difficulty caused by increase in curve size</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing difficulty caused by bracing</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain caused by increase in curve size</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased difficulty providing care due to increase in curve size</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not straighten the curve</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not prevent curve from getting bigger</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Spinal fusion surgery

- In general, curves under 50 degrees can be treated with observation if the child is not having any symptoms. Symptoms can be managed with bracing or wheelchair modification.
- When the curve reaches 50 degrees, whether there are symptoms or not, the risk of the curve getting bigger is high and surgery becomes an option. (In patients with Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, surgery may be offered when the scoliosis is a little less severe. This is because these patients tend to have lung problems that may prevent surgery later.)
- Waiting to see if problems develop may not be a safe option because curves become more difficult and risky to treat as they get bigger. Surgery is less complicated when done by the early to mid-teens, when the spine is more flexible and easier to treat with a metal rod.
- Spinal fusion is the only treatment that can make the curve size smaller and keep it from getting bigger again.
- Surgery can be expected to make the curve size smaller by 50–75%. For example, a 60° curve may be 30° or less after surgery. 1-3
How spinal fusion works:

**What is done:** A long incision (cut) is made along the spine, then hardware anchors, metal rods and bone graft material are attached to the spine to straighten it and fuse the bones together to keep the curve from coming back.

- Surgery straightens the curved spine by attaching hardware anchors such as screws, hooks and wires directly to the spine, and then connecting the anchors to straight rods. The rods start just below the neck and go down to the pelvis, or less commonly, to the lower spine.

- Individual bones fuse (grow) together when the joints between them are removed. Artificial or cadaver bone graft is used as a “glue” to support the fusion, after the rods are attached. Fusion helps prevent the curve from returning which can happen even when the rods are in place.

- The rods are made of stainless steel, cobalt chrome, or titanium, and do not need to be removed after surgery.

More about surgery, anesthesia and recovery in the hospital and at home:

**Before surgery:**
- You and your child will have a preoperative visit with your surgeon. Additional X-rays may be taken to assist with surgical planning. The surgery will be reviewed, and informed surgical consent will be obtained. This booklet does not replace the consent forms. Please ask your surgeon any questions you have so that you are as comfortable as possible with the decision you have made on the day of surgery.

- Your child will have a preoperative nursing visit. Further instructions about surgery, including how to pre-scrub the skin before surgery to decrease the risk of infection, will be given. Blood tests are done to ensure your child is not anemic (low red blood cell count) and has sufficient kidney function for surgery.

**Surgery:**
- You will arrive well before your child’s surgery. Additional blood is taken so that blood can be ready as necessary for transfusion.

- Due to the long fusion length, large curve sizes, and associated medical problems, spinal fusions in patients with neuromuscular scoliosis are demanding surgeries. The fusion can be extensive and take several hours or longer.

- You will receive an update from the operating room at least every two hours.

- Spinal cord monitoring (for both feeling and movement) is done during the surgery to detect injury.

**Anesthesia:**
- You and your child will meet members of the anesthesia team before surgery to plan your child’s anesthesia. A pediatric anesthesiologist will carefully monitor your child throughout the surgery so that the risks of lengthy anesthesia are reduced as much as possible.

- All children have a breathing tube in place during surgery, to protect the airway and maintain steady breathing while under anesthesia.

- Bleeding is closely watched because it is common to have significant amounts of blood loss. Special medicines to help with blood clotting are used, and often the patient’s own blood can be reinfused after processing through a cell saver device. Bleeding may also require that your child receive a blood transfusion (blood given by vein to replace blood loss during surgery).

- The donor blood has been carefully prescreened to minimize risks of disease (such as hepatitis and HIV) transmission. According to the Red Cross, the risk of disease transmission during a transfusion is: 1 in 2 million for HIV; between 1 in 200,000 to 500,000 for hepatitis B; and 1 in 1.3 million for hepatitis C. Your child’s surgeon and anesthesiologist will be happy to talk with you further about any questions or concerns you have about this.

- Special attention is paid to body temperature to maintain warmth and to positioning to prevent pressure damage to skin.

- Anesthesia medications are chosen to interfere as little as possible with spinal cord monitoring, while keeping your child asleep and comfortable during the surgery. Pain medication is given throughout surgery.
Recovery: Immediately after surgery

- Your surgeon will come to the waiting room to tell you that the surgery has been completed.
- Your child will go to the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU).
- Some children need help breathing after surgery until awake and strong enough for the breathing tube to be safely removed.
- Once your child is settled in the PICU, you will be allowed to visit. Your child will spend at least one night in the PICU prior to transfer to the floor.

Recovery: The first few days after surgery

- The hospital stay is typically one week but may be longer. During this time, the focus will be on pain management, bowel and bladder routine, returning to your child's usual level of activity, and teaching about caring for your child at home.
- Pain management, diet and bowel/bladder routine will depend on how quickly the stomach and intestines return to normal function, or "wake up." Once bowel sounds return, your child will progress to the usual intake of food and fluids. Pain medicine will switch from IV to pills/liquids by mouth or feeding tube. A bladder catheter usually remains in place until this transition. Constipation is a common side effect of anesthesia, narcotic pain medicine and decreased activity levels. Medical and nursing staff will assist in managing this.
- Physical therapists will work with your child and you during the hospital stay to assist with transfers and activities of daily living. Physical therapy is usually not needed once your child returns home.
- It is important for families to remember that this is a big surgery for a child with other medical problems to go through. A smooth recovery requires careful monitoring from the nurses and doctors. Monitoring includes frequent bedside visits, blood tests, and the use of machines to check heart rate and blood pressures. This monitoring is an important part of safe and healthy recovery, but sometimes will interfere with sleep and result in frustrations for families. Each day, your child's care team will communicate with you the expected course of events in order to minimize these problems.

Recovery: At home

- The first phase of recovery involves getting used to being at home again and continuing the pain control that was used in the hospital.
- Some patients may feel the rods in their back, which can take some time to get used to.
- Initially, your child will require more assistance with transfers and bathing than before surgery.
- The second phase begins about six weeks after returning home, and involves more mobility and less pain medication.
- In the third phase about 12 weeks after returning home, minimal pain medication is required and the child begins to return to a normal energy level.

III. Benefits and risks of surgery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits of surgery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in ability to participate in activities of daily living (such as eating, dressing, bathing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less time needed for resting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better sitting balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better overall health status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better lung function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curve much less likely to get bigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement in sleeping comfort and pain relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement in appearance and self-attitude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Neuromuscular scoliosis: understanding the options

### IV. Things to consider when choosing scoliosis surgery or nonoperative care:

In this section you will review a list of things that you may want to think about or talk about before making a decision. On the next page you can compare your reasons for choosing one treatment or the other and write down any questions.

- It is important to think about your goals as a family. It is also important to think about your child’s other medical problems, and, if these problems are severe, whether your child has a reduced life expectancy.

- The time in the hospital and the time required providing the child extra assistance at home after surgery can take a heavy toll on families. It is important to have a realistic sense of what this will mean for you and your family before making a decision.

- It can be difficult to proceed with surgery for a problem that is not causing symptoms. However, it is important to remember that the reason for surgery is to prevent the problems that will occur as the curve gets bigger. Which treatment makes the most sense may depend on how you feel about the problems that may occur as the curve gets bigger.

- While surgery may prevent the problems that come from having a big curve, it will not fix the underlying causes of the curve (neuromuscular disease).

- There are many possible complications from surgery, most of these can be successfully treated. Even when complications occur, 90 of 100 parents are satisfied with the results of surgery because of the benefits.
Thinking about the decision:

What matters most to you and your child? In the following table is a list of possible reasons to choose or not choose spinal fusion surgery. **Circle a number in each row below**, to show how important each reason is to you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REASONS NOT TO CHOOSE SURGERY</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I want to avoid risks of surgery.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My child’s life expectancy is not very long.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I prefer to wait and see if the curve gets bigger and causes problems. I understand the surgery is more difficult for bigger curves and the risk of complications is higher.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My child’s biggest problem is sitting, so I would like to try modifying the wheelchair, understanding that the curve may progress and cause other problems.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My other reason: ____________________________________________________________</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If this column has the most 4s & 5s, then it may be the best choice for you and your child.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REASONS TO CHOOSE SURGERY</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I want to prevent problems caused by the curve getting bigger.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to make daily care easier for me and my child.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want to improve my child’s sitting balance.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The risks are worth it if my child has a better quality of life after recovering from surgery.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My other reason: ___________________________________________________________</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If this column has the most 4s & 5s, then it may be the best choice for you and your child.

Getting ready to choose

1. Do you and your child understand the options available to treat neuromuscular scoliosis? □ Yes □ No
2. Are you clear about which benefits and risks matter most to you? □ Yes □ No
3. Do you have enough support and advice from others to make a choice? □ Yes □ No
4. Are you sure about the best choice for your child and you? □ Yes □ No

What other questions or concerns do you have? ____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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V. Glossary

**Anesthesia**: medication given by mask and/or by vein during surgery; keeps your child asleep and free of pain

**Bone graft (artificial or cadaver)**: material used to help bones to join together

**Cerebral palsy**: brain and nerve problems caused by brain injury or abnormal development of the brain

**Complications**: problems that happen because of the surgery or anesthesia; these can be things that are known to sometimes happen (such as infection or bleeding) or things that are unexpected

**Hardware**: metal rods, screws, hooks and wires used to attach the rods to the spine bones

**Ileus**: the intestines get blocked up and stop working

**Immune compromise**: the body's protective (immune) system doesn't work as well as it should, to do things like fight infection

**Junctional kyphosis**: forward curve of the spine that makes spinal alignment worse at the end of the hardware

**Lung congestion**: fluid in the lungs

**Muscular dystrophy**: muscle weakness and loss of muscle tissue

**Neuromuscular disease**: conditions with muscle weakness or spasticity, such as cerebral palsy and muscular dystrophy

**Neuromuscular scoliosis**: abnormal curving of the spine caused by conditions with muscle weakness or spasticity

**Pancreatitis**: inflammation (painful swelling) of the pancreas, an organ near the liver and intestines that makes fluids that help with breaking down food in the intestines

**Scoliosis**: abnormal curving of the spine

**Skin ulcers**: sores that break down the skin and cause open areas that are painful

**Spasticity**: muscles that are too weak or tight

**Spina bifida**: the spine does not close all the way around the spinal cord during pregnancy

**Spinal cord injury**: damage to the nerves inside the spine

**Spinal fusion surgery**: hardware anchors, metal rods and bone graft material are attached to the spine to straighten it and fuse the bones together

**Spinal muscular atrophy**: a genetic condition with significant muscle weakness

**Supportive care**: comfort care that aims to make symptoms, such as pain or fever, better. However, this kind of care does not treat the cause of the symptoms

**Trunk**: upper body from pelvis to shoulders

**Urinary tract infection**: infection in the bladder or kidneys
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